Thyroid disrupting chemicals and developmental neurotoxicity - New tools and approaches to evaluate hormone action.
It is well documented that thyroid hormone (TH) action is critical for normal brain development, which is mediated by both nuclear and extranuclear pathways. Given this dependence, the impact of environmental endocrine disrupting chemicals that interfere with thyroid signaling is a major concern with direct children's health implications. However, identification of thyroid disrupting chemicals in vivo is primarily reliant on serum T4 measurements within greater developmental and reproductive toxicity assessments. These studies do not often measure known TH-dependent neurodevelopmental phenotypes in parallel, which complicates chemical assessment. Additionally, there exist no recommendations regarding what degree of serum T4 dysfunction is adverse, and little consideration is given to quantifying TH action within the developing brain. This review summarizes current chemical testing strategies in rodent models and discusses new approaches for evaluating developmental neurotoxicity of thyroid disrupting chemicals. This includes assays for identifying adverse cellular effects of the brain by both immunohistochemistry and gene expression to compliment standard measures of serum T4. While additional experiments are needed to test the full utility of these approaches, incorporation of such complimentary cellular and molecular assays could enhance chemical evaluation within the regulatory arena.